
Gathering Patient Information for the National Cannabis Patients Wall

Be outgoing and smile.
Don’t be afraid to approach strangers, start talking, look them in the eye and ask them for support.

Carry three petitions and clipboards with wall patient information and sign up sheets on each.
Triple the support-gathering potential so you can catch families or groups hanging out together! And make sure 
each of your boards has several petitions and pens ready to go as they fill up.

Keep it simple and say clearly legalizing medical cannabis in every state.
All you have to say is: 1) Cannabis kills tumors; 2) Saving seizure victims from suffering; 3) Is safer than any 
other alternatives.

If they hesitate, just remind them that we are building the Walls as displays for each state to be joined in 
Washington. Memorial  and membership is free.   If they are interested but not signed yet read from reference 
material

Keep it short.
Try not to engage in conversations with people while they are signing. It slows them down and prevents you 
from asking others if they would like to sign.

Hand it to them.
Approach people with the petition facing them so they can see it’s for class sizes and can easily reach out to 
take it. Once they’re holding the petition, there is a great chance they’ll sign it.

A group of people gets attention and brings more supporters.
If one person in a group signs, chances are others will too. This is why having several clip boards works so well. 
Once someone agrees to sign, start handing out petitions to the others, too.

Never pass up a line.
Crowds, food trucks, exits and entrances have captive audiences great place to get support!

9. Work in pairs.
If possible, ask someone to join you. It’s more fun, and you can build on each other’s success. Work together if 
one gets stuck the other helps out with a point to keep the conversation on track to get patients represented by 
their entry on the wall.

10. Remember your helping to change cannabis legislation for the sick and suffering all over America!
You’ll meet lots of people, and can hang out in fun places. Not everyone will sign, but most people will. If 
someone says no thanks, just move on to the next person and keep asking!


